' Cosmic Onomatopoeia ' or the Source of The Waterfall of Youth Tibet's most famous poet Milarepa (Mi la ras pa: 1052-1135). By this stage, the term mgur had become the designated honorific for glu; composers referred to their own compositions by the pejorative designation glu, while others called their songs, respectfully, mgur. The term glu, by contrast, became associated with everyday Tibetan life, its seasonal and festival events, or in other words its folk traditions.3 The two parts of the genre were also often distinguished by an arbitrary syllable count per line: secular glu were supposed to contain six syllables or sometimes other even numbers and the religious mgur were supposed to contain seven syllables or other odd numbers.4
In choosing to compose mgur, the yogis of this period were not only following the example of their Tibetan forebears, but also their Indian lineal predecessors, who had also chosen to compose songs about their experiences in basic, accessible genres. The Tibetans' decision to compose in an indigenous Tibetan form rather than copying the Indian forms of their gurus seems to have been made for purely practical reasons. The Indic forms may have been easy to copy and easily recognised in India, but in Tibet they were complicated forms to follow and foreign to both poets and audiences. If the yogis wanted to compose spontaneously and speak to their students directly-as was the Indian tradition-they had to use an indigenous form.
A perhaps unintended consequence of this choice, however, was that their work also preserved and promoted the usage of the indigenous genre of mgur/ glu, while other traditions fell out of use in favour of Indian cultural imports. This combination of cultural and spiritual value has recently led to two separate claims being made on it by two contesting genealogical lines: one spiritual and one nationalistic. What is more, both these claims have been made more virulently in response to the precarious cultural situations of those who make them. Those who claim a spiritual genealogy for the mgur do so in the face of either communist oppression within the People's Republic of China (PRC), or in political and religious exile in India or the West. Those who claim
